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Abstract: A road accidents took a place to harm humans. accidents causes the death of humans. There are 

many examples of accidents in India .When we try to save life but then we fear of getting blamed for the 

accident. instead of saving the life of injured person some people make the videos of the accident to get 

popular on any platform by uploading The video. Even if any person called the ambulance take The injured 

person to only government hospital even if the private hospital is nearby because the ambulance  

Holder is ordered by government to take the injured person to civil hospital only.  To avoid this condition 

our project can be used . In this project we are providing the solution : These condition could be avoided if 

we get the number of family members of injured person . Their mobile can be broken or have password to 

open so we thought why not make a QR code which contains phone Number of injured person and other basic 

information we needed. only police officer and ambulance holder can scan the QR code and call the family 

members they will be allowed to ask them to do they prefer private hospital Which is nearby because the time 

can be less and they can inform to family of injured person about accident. This project is easy to handle by 

any people who are educated or not educated. this project is affordable for every one who are rich or poor 

because it will be budget Friendly also and the user documents will be secure each and every users there will 

be a unique QR code generated. 
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